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Hi to all,
I was recently talking to a friend about Yellowstone National Park - and how I've seen it
change over the years versus how people seem to view it today. He rattled off a few
recent quotes he had seen published, and complaints - and all I could do was laugh. There
didn't seem to be any comparison between what I knew and experienced to what was
being said. So I want to take a minute to relate how I see Yellowstone.
My first recollections back in the early 80's, 37+ years ago, were that YNP was a wild
place. I was new to the park and didn't know what to expect, or where to expect it.
While it didn't take long to learn the road system, it took years to gain some
understanding of the wildlife, and decades to figure out the ebb-and-flow of life in the
park. I learned that seasons changed active locations within the park, and that weather
changed the daily activities of the animals. While nature photographers constantly talk
about shooting during the "golden" hours near dawn and dusk, the park's wildlife lives by
their own activity schedule - and to be honest, many of my best encounters have come in
the middle of a sunny day.
Wildlife photography wasn't easy, nor were animals plentiful, and success came after hours
of chasing - traveling the park roads nearly non-stop. Friends and I hiked to the top of
mountains, crossed ridges into unnamed meadows, and followed wildlife trails whenever
we found them. I don't think we ever walked a hiking trail ... there was no fun in that.
YNP was full of bison and elk, and coyotes were prolific, bears were there but seldom
encountered. I was busy in those first years shooting freelance for magazines, working
hard to shoot what I saw already published, and through just plain luck the credits began
to come, slowly at first. My trips to the park were mainly in the autumn when the rutting
season was in full swing: elk, of course, but moose, pronghorn, mule deer, and so on.
Two huge events happened over the next few years. In 1988 massive fires burned over
700,000 acres of the park - and in 1995 gray wolves were reintroduced back into the
park. While most people see the wildfires as a tragedy, I didn't. Many of those burned
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grass meant few animals. Vast areas of the park were rejuvenated within a year or two,
dead areas were cleared out of choking ground cover and decades of acidic pine needles
and fallen branches - forest litter. In the years after the fires Yellowstone rebloomed, and
while we can still see the standing dead trunks from those blazing fires in some areas - it
is a good sign of change in the park, and I think about that every time I see them.
The gray wolf reintroduction completely changed the balance of wildlife inside the park.
The massive elk population would slowly be whittled down to an equilibrium balance
between them and their new, or rather - ancient, predators. Gray wolves replaced the
coyote as the top dog in the park, and with elk predation restored, amazing changes
resulted. Willows flourished, bringing back a population of beavers and ponds that were
declining, and to some degree, bringing moose back to their traditional areas within the
park. Sightings of red fox dramatically increased, and mule deer numbers increased.
Mountain lion populations have ever so slowly increased, and a level of wildness has
returned to the park. Not so much from animals you see, but by the animals that may be
there, just out of sight. Wildness and anticipation go hand-in-hand for me.
My statement is made from my observations over those 37+ years, just empirical evidence
I've seen and experienced myself. I could address the difference with almost all the wild
animals, but these will suffice for now. In the early 80's grizzly numbers in the
Yellowstone ecosystem had fallen to approximately 140 animals, and were on a steady
decline. Changes in management policies - which usually come about through greater
research and study, have led to current grizzly numbers above 900 animals. Human
garbage dumps were closed in the park, and after a period of time bears regained some
caution in their view towards humans. Another factor was the increase in bear birth rates
that occurred as the newly reintroduced gray wolves put more meat on the ground, which
all bears have taken advantage of.
When I travel to YNP today, I see more wildlife, have more encounters, and better
photographic opportunities. I see wildness and beauty around every curve. While visitors
complain about traffic, and "loving the park to death", the reality is there have always
been bison jams, bear jams, bad weather, and stupid tourists. During busy months, for as
long as I've been traveling to the park, this is the reality of shooting there - you share the
park with others. Those realities will never change. If you object to traffic in the park, stay
in Los Angeles, no traffic there.
Some things have changed dramatically. Social media gives voice to crazies who try to
hijack the park for their own popularity. They want to shame others through photos
depicting poor visitor choices, demand changes they know nothing about to park policies,
and join the drumbeat of criticism that has befallen park management, literally since its
founding in 1872. These social media clowns claim a right to represent the wildlife that
they haven't earned, nor will ever earn. They talk as if they represent us, or me, or you
when of course they are the antithesis of everything I know and love about the park. Their
history in the park is as brief as the history of social media and just as thin, shallow, and
malevolent. Money, nor the number of "likes", will ever give them a place at the
management table for Yellowstone.
So in closing this brief bit, trust me I could write a lot more, I want people to know that
Yellowstone is in safe hands - managed, not by social media clowns, but by people who
have dedicated their lives to keeping a balance in the park. Sometimes folks forget that
the park was established by President Grant for the "enjoyment of the people." The entire
NPS is dedicated to protecting places like YNP, and all the others, so people can enjoy
them forever. Emphasis on people. Protecting the wildlife is just one facet of a multilayered management policy so that the dream of Yellowstone in 1872 never changes, for
any of us, even 150 years later. My thoughts on Yellowstone today continue to be it is a
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wild place, full of unknowable excitement and unique photographic encounters.
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My usual notes about safari openings and upcoming events will follow at the end of this
newsletter. BRP

Science is a wonderful thing if one does not have to earn one's living at it.
Albert Einstein
(sounds like photography)
Autumn at Schwabacher's Landing Wallpaper
Click the link above to download the wallpaper in a new window, then copy to your
computer. You can see all FREE Wallpaper here: (LINK) The wallpaper is sized to 1980 px
by 1080 px.

All the currently scheduled upcoming 2021 Photo Safaris and Workshops are shown on the
Safari Page on my website. That is the most accurate location to view these events. Here
is a LINK to that page. Below are links to the individual safaris for the next several months.
New safaris are added every few weeks. Upcoming ZOOM Shows are here - LINK.

2021 Safari Schedule
July
July
July
July

14 Black Bear Safari (LINK)
19 Sequoia Wildflowers - Butterflies (LINK)
20 Black Bear Safari (LINK)
27-30 Glacier National Park Safari (LINK)

Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug

5 Black Bear Safari (LINK)
6 Black Bear Safari (LINK)
17 Black Bear Safari (LINK)
24-28 Mt Evans - Rocky Mtn National Park Safari (LINK)

Sep 20-21 2-day Bobcat Safari (LINK)
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Sep 25-29 Colorado Autumn Landscape Safari (LINK)
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6-12 Yellowstone/Tetons Fall Wildlife Safari (LINK)
17 Channel Islands Gray Fox Safari (LINK)
18-19 2-day Bobcat Safari (LINK)
20 Yosemite Autumn Landscape Safari (LINK)
21 Mineral King (Sequoia) Autumn Landscape Safari (LINK)
26-30 Southern Utah Autumn Nature Safari (LINK)

Nov 9-10 2-day Bobcat Safari (LINK)
Nov 15-16 2-day Bobcat Safari (LINK)
Dec 2-3 2-day Bobcat Safari (LINK)
Dec 13-15 Bosque del Apache Bird Safari (LINK)
Dec 20-21 Bobcat Safari (LINK)

2022 Safari Schedule
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

4-6 3-day Bobcat Safari (LINK)
10 Seals and Otters Safari (LINK)
18-24 Yellowstone/Tetons Winter Wildlife Safari (LINK)
26-28 Utah Raptors Safari (LINK)

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

2-3 2-day Bobcat Safari (LINK)
14-16 Klamath and NWR Bird Safaris (LINK)
20 Channel Island Gray Fox Safari (LINK)
22 San Diego Wildlife Safari (LINK)

Mar 3-4 2-day Bobcat Safari (LINK)
Mar 12 Blossom Trail (LINK)
Mar 20 Southern California Bird Safari (LINK)
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr

4 Great Horned Owl Safari (LINK)
11 Southern California Bird Safari (LINK)
18 Butterbredt Owls and Songbirds (LINK)
26-28 Morongo Bird Safari (LINK)

May
May
May
May

3-5 Morongo Bird Safari (LINK)
11-13 San Juan Island Red (black) Fox Safari (LINK)
20-27 Yellowstone/Tetons Spring Wildlife Safari (LINK)
31-June 5 Yellowstone/Tetons Spring Wildlife Safari (LINK)

Favorites from Fall Yellowstone-Teton Wildlife Safaris
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The only grizzly I was ever seriously charged by in 1995. He had that angry look at
250 yards away and still had it at 50 yards - as seen here. I learned a great deal
from this encounter, mostly things I've never repeated. Scan from Slide film.
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I have a single opening for a woman on the Glacier National Park Safari, July 27-20. I
have a woman flying into Kalispell for the safari and would like to get her a room split. If
anyone is interested, I'm offering a special discount, but you will have to contact me to
find out what it is. You could ride from California with me, or meet us in Kalispell. (LINK
to Glacier Safari Page).
July and August are black bear safaris for me, but it isn't just bears we are looking for, but
birds, wildflowers, and butterflies as well. (LINK to Black Bear Safaris Page). We do
some walking as we travel from meadow to meadow, a few miles usually, but we are up
there early while it is cool, and gone by the time it really heats up.
Also, for the winter Yellowstone-Teton Wildlife Safari (LINK to Yellowstone Winter Safari), if
you do that 7-day safari you can do the Utah Raptor Safari two days later (3-day Safari,
$900) for free. Just something to consider as you make plans. It doesn't mention that on
the Utah Raptor Safari page yet, but it will eventually. (LINK to the Utah Raptor Safari
Page).
Some computer changes I've made recently. Since my primary camera is now the 46
mega-pixel Nikon D850 body, I noticed a definite slow-down in my normal
editing/processing workflow. The changes I made were fairly simple, and have resulted in
a much quicker, more efficient process. First, I have 3 main internal hard drives - C. D. E
drives. I changed out the two smaller HD (D and E) for high-speed 8TB hard drives that
had more than twice the space. This reduced my need to edit immediately to save space.
Then I replaced the old C: drive with a 1TB SSD drive (about $100) that I mirrored the old
C: drive to with a free software program - EaseUS. I bought an Insignia enclosure (Best
Buy $45) that allowed me to do all the copying (both regular HD and the SSD drives) while
the original drives were still in the computer, the new drives being in the enclosure. After
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ones, and put the old drive letters to the new HD's. Not too difficult. I called the SSD
drive the X drive and changed the BIOS to boot from the X drive. Then I removed the old
C: drive, put in the new SSD drive, and Windows 10 automatically renamed the new X
drive which had the Operating System (OS) and all program files, to the C: drive. I didn't
have to do it myself. Simple. The 3 new drives all have the same drive letters as the old
drives, not a single program runs any different.
Everything runs about 4-5 times faster. I run a PC with 32 GB of RAM, on an Intel i7
processor. A new motherboard with a higher speed chip would also have been an
improvement, but that will have to wait for a different time. I run the Photoshop Swap file
off the SSD drive as well. It won't be many years before we can buy reasonably priced
8TB SSD drives as well and get rid of the old, slow HD drives completely.
Finally, I put out a new wildlife video of the Black Fox Safari to San Juan Island I did this
past early May, and am doing it again May 11-13, 2022. (LINK to Black Fox Safari) (LINK
to Video on YouTube) There are only 2 openings still available right now if you are
interested.
I hope to see you all in the field! Good Luck and Good Shooting.
Regards,

Brent Russell Paull
1-559-909-5208
brentrpaull@hotmail.com
www.amwestphoto.com
Please forward this e-mail to your photographer friends, maybe we can make a connection
that otherwise would never happen. The world of photography is vast and only getting
bigger. Also, I can sometimes change safari dates to accommodate folks, so if you would
like to do a custom date, or see if I can switch a date, just let me know.
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